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Abstract 

This paper deals with the study of multiband printed antenna coated with silver nanomaterial to obtain 

better performace in the antenna characteristics. The techniques adopted in the study are etcing of novel 

patch with definitive dimensions as the fucntion of chosen operating wavelength at 8 GHz as the design 

constraint along with defective ground layer to minimize the propogation losses in the antenna. From the 

results, it is clear that, the antenna obtained 61.20% improvement in bandwidth for the fabricated 

Multiband Printed Antenna with  Defected Ground Structure (MPA DGS) and 32.10% bandwidth 

improvement  for Nanomaterial Coated Multiband Printed Antenna with  Defected Ground Structure 

(NCMPA-DGS)(NCMPA-DGS) with quad-band characteristics suitable for Wireless applications. The 

proposed antennas are compact in nature which has also achieved good radiation characteristics.  
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1. Introduction  

Microstrip antennas are light, low profile, 

conformal, compact structures which are normally 

fabricated on a low cost, low permittivity dielectric 

substrate. They can be regarded as a dielectric 

filled parallel plate waveguide radiating at 

discontinuities [1, 2]. The size of an antenna can 

be easily reduced by using a dielectric with a high-

valued permittivity but this also increases the 

energy in the surface wave modes [3]. These 

surface waves decrease the efficiency of the 

antenna and also cause interference with the 

radiation pattern by getting diffracted from the 

edges of the finite sized ground plane [4]. The 

multiband resonance is obtained by making 

appropriate dimensions and spacing among the 

patches lead to this multi-band response. Although 

such antennas can also exhibit high gain, they may 

be not suitable to accommodate inside modern 

wireless devices. Loading schemes such as 

inclusion of stubs, shorting pins, and slot cut 

techniques may yield multi-band operation [5–10]. 

Main advantage of short and slot loading technique 

is the miniaturization unlike the stub loading 

technique. Shorting pins give compactness but 

have impact on the antenna gain accompanied with 

high cross polar radiation. The concept of defected 

ground plane structures (DGS) have gained 

importance in the antenna design where slots are 

loaded on the ground to obtain benefits like size 

reduction, gain enhancement, and frequency tuning 

[11–16]. The dual and triple band rectangular 

microstrip antennas employing modified ground 

plane profiles were the slots are introduced in the 

ground plane not only tune the higher order mode 

resonance frequency of the radiating patch but also 

alter the current distributions on the ground which 

yields multi-band response showing reduced cross 

polar level radiation pattern. This Dual and triple 

band antennas yielded 1 to 2% of impedance 
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bandwidth at each frequency with gain around 1.5 

to 2 dBi [17].  

2. Design, Fabrication of Multiband Printed 

Antenna with Defected Ground Structure 

(MPA DGS) and Nanomaterial Coated Of 

Multiband Printed Antenna with Defected 

Ground Structure (NCMPA-DGS) 

Fig.1 (a, b & c) shows the novel Multiband Printed 

Antenna with Defected Ground Structure (MPA 

DGS) and Nanomaterial Coated Multiband Printed 

Antenna with  Defected Ground Structure 

(NCMPA-DGS) are studied. The length and width 

(L x W) of the MPA DGS is (8.273 x 11.410 mm). 

The MPA DGS has its dimensions as same as that 

of simple microstrip antenna having length and 

width of quarterwave transformer (Lt x Wt) is 

(4.668 x 0.278 mm).  

The length and width of microstrip feedline (Lf x 

Wf) is (4.722 x 3.058 mm).  The various 

dimensions of I shape patch are A = 2.55 mm, B = 

1.43 mm, C = 2.86 mm, D = 2.78 mm, E = 5.84 

mm, F = 1.58 mm, G = 1.96 mm, H = 2.55 mm. 

The ground plane of this antenna is etched with 

plus shape slot of sidelength and width dimension 

I x J = 1 x 1mm and is called as defected ground 

structure (DGS) having the dimension in length Lg 

= 20.92mm and width Wg = 15.71mm.  The same 

MPA DGS is now uniformly coated with silver 

nanomaterial which tends to have better 

conductivity compared to copper layer. The silver 

nanomaterial is used to enhance its conduction 

process and to achieve better return loss and better 

radiation characteristics. This antenna is now 

called as Nanomaterial Coated Multiband Printed 

Antenna with  Defected Ground Structure 

(NCMPA-DGS) as shown in Fig. 1 (c).  

   
(a)  

 

  
(b) 

 

  
(c)                                                                           

Fig. 1. a) Geometry of designed Multiband Printed 

Antenna with  Defected Ground Structure (MPA 

DGS) (front view & back view) 

b) Fabricated Multiband Printed Antenna with  

Defected Ground Structure (MPA DGS) (front 

view & back view) 

c) Fabricated Nanomaterial Nanomaterial Coated 

Multiband Printed Antenna with  Defected Ground 

Structure (NCMPA-DGS) (front view & back 

view) 

The ground plane of this antenna (NCMPA-DGS) 

is etched with plus shape slot of sidelength and 

width dimension I x J = 1 x 1mm and is called as 

defected ground structure (DGS) having the 

dimension in length Lg = 20.92mm and width Wg = 

15.71mm. The fabrication the antenna is carried 

out using photolithography process. 

3. Results & Discussion (MPA DGS and 

NCMPA-DGS) 

The variation of return loss verses frequency of 

MPA DGS is as shown in Fig. 2 (a). From the 

figure it is clear that, practically the antenna 

resonates for two band resonances fr1 = 5.52 GHz 

and fr2 =  7.8 GHz  which are lesser than designed 

frequency (8GHz) making it as virtually size 

reduced with better return loss (RL). From this 

graph, the bandwidth of MPA DGS are found to be 

BW1 = 1.1 % (RL= -12.41 dB), BW2 = 61.2 % 

(RL= -18.93 dB). Fig. 2 (b) shows the variation of 

return loss versus frequency of NCMPA-DGS. 

This antenna (NCMPA-DGS) is uniformly coated 

with silver nanomaterial which tends to have better 

conductivity compared to copper patch. The 

enhancement in its conduction process and to 

achieve better return loss, silver nanomaterial is 

sputtered on both side of patch surface.  From this 

figure it is clear that, the antenna resonates for 
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wideband frequency with four independent 

resonances (wide band) at fr1 = 5.5 GHz, fr2 =  

7.78 GHz, fr3 = 10.69 GHz and fr4 =  14.77 GHz 

which are lesser than designed frequency and in 

close resonance with the MPA DGS  making it 

again a virtually size reduced having better 

bandwidths with better return loss (RL) 

characteristics. From this graph, the bandwidth of 

NCMPA-DGS are found to be BW1 = 0.9 % (RL= 

-12.33 dB), BW2 = 1.2 % (RL= -34.76dB), BW3= 

1.8 % (RL= -28.05 dB) and BW4 = 32.1 % (RL= -

42.01 dB).  (better dip in return loss (RL) making 

it suitable for wireless application like SAR, 

RADAR etc.). Fig.2 (c) shows the graph of 

percentage bandwidth versus frequency 

comparison of a) MPA DGS, b) NCMPA-DGS 

For the measurement of radiation pattern, the 

antenna under test (AUT) i.e., the proposed 

antennas and standard pyramidal horn antenna are 

kept in far field region. The AUT, which is the 

receiving antenna, is kept in phase with respective 

transmitting pyramidal horn antenna. The power 

received by AUT is measured from −0
0
 to +360

0
 

with the steps of 30
0
. The typical far field co-polar 

and cross-polar radiating patterns of MPA DGS 

and NCMPA-DGS are measured in their operating 

bands are as shown in Fig. 3 (a, b). From these 

figures, it can be observed that, the patterns are 

broadsided (linearly polarized) and unidirectional 

in nature in E & H-planes. Fig.4 (a, b) shows the 

FESEM images of fabricated MPA DGS and 

NCMPA-DGS antennas measured at nanoscale 

having coat thickness of 2 µm and 200 nm 

(uniform deposition is seen in the pictures). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig.2. a) Return loss Vs frequency characteristics 

of MPA DGS, b) Return loss Vs frequency 

characteristics of NCMPA-DGS c) Bandwidth Vs 

Frequency comparison of- a) MPA DGS, b) 

NCMPA-DGS 
 

 

 
(a)                                         (b) 

Fig. 3. Measured radiation pattern of a) MPA 

DGS, b) NCMPA-DGS 

 

 

        
(a)                                             (b) 

Fig. 4. FESEM images of a) MPA DGS, b) 

NCMPA-DGS 
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Conclusions 

This paper describes the changes in antenna 

parameters when its surface is coated silver 

nanomaterial. The novel printed antennas achieved 

different responses with better radiation 

characteristics on coating its surface with 

nanomaterial. The obtained results also show that 

the antennas operated differently in presence and 

absence silver nanomaterial. The proposed novel 

printed multiband antennas have shown the 

significant improvement in bandwidth (61% for 

MPA DGS and 32.10% for NCMPA-DGS), its 

radiation properties and return loss as compared to 

normal patch antenna for VSWR < 1.5. 
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